
Frontend Developer (f/m/d)

Apply now

Founded in 2012, wikifolio.com is a dynamic and rapidly growing FinTech in Vienna and the best-known
company for B2C investments in German-speaking countries.

As part of a motivated and international team, you'll continue to develop our web application using React and TypeScript.
Our team likes to have plenty of fun as well! So be aware: it is quite possible that you will not only improve your skills in
software development but also your table tennis. Apply now and we look forward to meeting you!

Responsibilities

Team-oriented development and improvement of our web application
Implementation of new functionalities with TypeScript (React, webpack, Jest)
Participate in regular code reviews
Close cooperation with product management and design
Participate in the development of the software architecture and the evaluation of new technologies

Requirements

At least five years’ experience in web application development
Very good knowledge of TypeScript and React
Very good knowledge of web performance, SEO and accessibility
Very good knowledge of HTML / CSS / JavaScript
Knowledge of C#, ASP.NET MVC and Web API is an advantage
Ideally, you have experience with Git and Jest
Communication strength and result-oriented way of working
Very good knowledge of English spoken and written, German is a plus English

What you can expect

https://wikifolio.onlyfy.jobs/apply/q88acy3op9l161qp6l2627d2b9d6rct


At wikifolio.com an exciting job environment awaits you in a dynamic, constantly growing and multiple award-winning
fintech. Experimenting, failing early, learning and continuing is our motto. An innovative working world with opportunities
for professional development is our goal. Expect real work-life balance as well. Become part of our team – we live by our
values transparency, fairness, ambition, sustainability and joy and make investing available for everyone.

Transparency is key: Together, we will create an attractive salary package that is based on your experience as
well as the usual market conditions. The minimum salary for this position is EUR 41.706 gross per year.

Apply now

http://www.wikifolio.com
https://wikifolio.onlyfy.jobs/apply/q88acy3op9l161qp6l2627d2b9d6rct

